
Connect for User Communities

Create Your Free Connect Account Today
LifeOmic Connect is easy to implement and free to use - Connect earns a small commission on
successful connections made. 

Increase engagement,
retention & community

Bridge the gap between users in SaaS or mobile app user communities.

Subject Matter Experts
Give your user base access to

consultants and SMEs to improve
their integration of your solution into

their day to day.

App Power Users
Allow users access to your most

vocal and engaged customers to get
the most out of your app.

Paid Support
Allow users the option to dive deep

into product snags with a paid support
solution that sits between customer

support & managed services

The Challenge SaaS/Mobile Apps Face
 
Growing your app's user base goes well beyond building a
great product. Customers want to feel and measure the impact
your solution has on their job, life or team - to justify the
investment of money and time.
 
Fostering this feeling is more than an onboarding or
enablement challenge. Paying for a costly customer
engagement tool won't address the problem either. 
 
You must be able to quickly address niche problems that arise
and workflow snags that impact effectiveness, as well as
quickly provide recipes for success and ways of measuring that
impact.
 
Providing this level of customer and consultative support
requires a significant investment organizations don't need to
make.  
 
Enter LifeOmic Connect
 
LifeOmic Connect provides a channel for connecting users with
curated experts to provide a monetization opportunity for
software and app providers. Connect manages billing,
scheduling and connecting parties to eliminate overhead of this
new channel, allowing organizations to jump straight to helping
their users.
 
It's like providing ad hoc user conference sessions, without the
overhead. Avoid unresolved frustration and increase retention
by providing an on-demand channel directing users to the
experts in your app community.

855-543-3664 | ryan.hilliard@lifeomic.com


